Abstract

With advanced end-to-end troubleshooting capabilities, ProSphere performance management provides the user with the ability to resolve performance problems faster. Its proactive abilities allow users to monitor the performance of the components, using threshold alerting to call attention to situations that are indicative of problems. This document identifies use cases that are addressed and the architecture that enables the required functionality.
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Executive Summary
ProSphere® provides the next generation of solutions for performance management for Storage Resource Management from physical to virtual to cloud deployments. Its primary goal is to deliver faster problem resolution than previous SAN performance management products. It provides application focused end-to-end performance troubleshooting, from the host through the fabric to the storage array; allow users quick identification of where problems reside and allows them to focus their efforts on fixing the underlying cause. The performance management monitoring capability of hosts, switches, and arrays proactively identifies performance troubles, using user-defined alerts with user-definable thresholds. These alerts allow ProSphere to identify problems before the user has the ability to log them.

Because ProSphere continually collects SAN performance data and provides charting and trending capabilities, one can easily compare current and historical performance data. This allows the user to be able to readily consider trends and use this information to determine whether particular problem instances are aberrations, or part of a recurring pattern due to regular workload patterns.

In addition to its own inherent capabilities, ProSphere also integrates with Symmetrix Performance Analyzer (SPA)®. This integration provides the user easy access to SPA’s capabilities, so that array-based performance problems can be addressed.

Audience
This white paper is intended for those responsible for performance management of Storage Area Networks, so that they might understand how ProSphere allows for faster resolution of performance problems, through:

- end-to-end performance troubleshooting
- monitoring and proactive problem detection
- the ability to analyze and detect intermittent problems

Goals of Performance Management
Measurement, Alerting and Problem Resolution
ProSphere helps the SAN Administrator acquire a comprehensive view of the performance of the data center infrastructure — including hosts, switches, fabrics, and arrays. Analysis of key performance metrics allows for problem isolation and tuning, resolving performance problems quickly and efficiently.

In order to get maximum value out of SAN investments, the performance of the components must be measured. Measurement of host, switch, fabric, and arrays provides objective information to determine the value of one particular configuration over another.
Measurement provides the information necessary to:

- Improve performance
- Allocate or re-allocate resources
- Determine how SAN configurations and topologies compare with each other
- Indicate performance trending (e.g. remaining the same, improving or declining)
- Identify whether or which hardware and topologies are producing results that are cost effective and efficient

A performance problem is a gap between desired and actual results. Performance improvement is any effort that closes the gap between actual and desired results. This process of measuring performance often requires the use of statistical evidence to determine progress toward specific defined data center objectives.

Defining performance thresholds provides the user with a basis to judge whether performance objectives are being obtained and is key to indicating what actions must be taken. Specifications of desired outcomes are necessary for meaningful evaluation. Defining performance in terms of desired results is how administrators make their configurations operational.

Performance reporting and variance analyses must be accomplished regularly, as workloads in the SAN change frequently and reporting enables timely corrective action to be taken, based on those changes. Vigilance in reviewing results and attending to alerts are necessary for effective management control.

ProSphere captures the performance data and processes it in such a way as to make it readily available to the user for consideration. This allows the user the ability to consider the correlation to system problems and eventually drives towards problem resolution.

**What ProSphere Provides**

ProSphere collects, correlates, and graphically presents performance information for the user’s storage infrastructure (including VMware® virtually provisioned servers and virtually provisioned storage).
Extensive analytics and built-in intelligence helps the user determine which Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) need to be examined, so one can quickly focus on the source of the problem. Data is collected continuously to provide historical context, so one can quickly determine if a slowdown is the normal product of workload patterns, and allow for the setting of thresholds that alert the administrator when performance strays from the norm.

Traditional performance monitoring applications provide too many metrics and little or no information on the relationship of physical SAN components. Add in virtualization technologies at the server and storage levels and it makes it difficult for a storage administrator to determine the root cause of a performance issue.

ProSphere provides an end-to-end relationship combined with key metrics to help the storage administrator quickly identify performance issues and the impact at the physical and virtual layers.

This release is designed to provide end-to-end performance troubleshooting, from the virtual and physical host through the fabric to the array. Where a problem resides can be quickly identified and efforts made to fix it.
In addition to its inherent capabilities, ProSphere is also integrated with Symmetrix Performance Analyzer (SPA) to provide a performance management solution that is both broad in identifying performance problems across the whole SAN, as well as deep in allowing the user to drill into performance problems related to the Symmetrix®.

ProSphere performance management is designed to be proactive, allowing one to define alerts based on user-definable thresholds so that problems can be resolved before issues impact users.

**End-to-end performance troubleshooting**

ProSphere provides real-world performance problem solving capabilities that allow users easy movement from one stage of problem determination to the next. To help with that flow, ProSphere pinpoints a relatively small set of meaningful, key performance indicators, rather than every available performance metric.

**Monitoring and proactive problem detection**

Once discovery has completed, the user turns on performance data collection per host or group of hosts. In addition to collecting information on the hosts, the system intelligently enables collection for all of the elements in the IO paths that extend from the hosts.
ProSphere can collect array data in 15-minute intervals and switch data in 5-minute intervals. Host data collection supports two tiers, the first in which performance data on as many as 1000 hosts can at collected in 5 minute intervals and the second in which an additional 1500 physical host, as well as, ESX servers can be collected at a 15 minute interval.

In addition to the data collected by ProSphere itself, data from the past month of ControlCenter Performance Manager (daily collections) can be migrated.

**Simplicity as a Driving Principle**

In order to address the SAN administrators need for effective performance management, ProSphere has been designed from the bottom up to be simple to use. This simplicity starts with data collection and allows the user easy identification of the hosts from which the performance data is to be collected. Data collection can be specified for either individual hosts or for a group of hosts, and ProSphere will automatically collect performance data for the entire path, including switches, array ports, and the associated LUNs.
The simplicity provided extends to SAN configuration navigation. In this example, one can see how easy it is to find a host and view the end-to-end topology. First, the user searches for the host. A compact, high-level topology map is presented, showing just the SAN elements connected to the host. Irrelevant information is filtered out. If users wish to see more detail in the connectivity path, they can select the object of interest to get more information.

The steps are few and simple:

- Type a few letters of the host name
- View the compact map that is presented showing the host and connected fabric and arrays
- Expand the host, fabric, or array as required.
The architectural diagram in Figure 4 shows how ProSphere components interact to provide a performance management solution. The Console UI interface displays topology maps and performance charts, with this data being surfaced by the ProSphere Application. ProSphere collected performance data is made available from
the Discovery Engine (though not shown, ControlCenter data is imported from the ControlCenter performance database).

Data Collection and Sources
The data orchestration sub-component of ProSphere is responsible for the scheduling, queue management and policy management for the data collection interface. The intention is to have two loosely coupled, cohesive physical services, which define this sub-system. The first service is responsible for the assignment of job scheduling, job policy management and job status. The second service is responsible for queue management and job assignment. Both leverage a common persistent data share, which contain job policy and job status information.

Collected Data
ProSphere data collection policies minimally contain:

- Collection Type
- Objective(s)
- Start time
- Interval
- End time

This allows data to be collected based on a schedule (start and stop time), with a frequency defined by the need for a detailed collection.

Based on the collection type, a number of data sources are used to provide a collection of time-series performance data.

Host Agent-less Collection
- WMI on Windows
- SSH for Unix and Linux
- Virtual Center for VMware vSphere data

Switch Collection
- SMI-S for Brocade
- SNMP for Cisco

Array Collection
- SMI-S for Array data
- SPA for Symmetrix performance data (Element Manager Integration)

The following shows information that is available for exposure to the user in charts and provides the basis for alerting.

The following is a list of metrics collected by ProSphere.
Symmetrix Metrics

FE Port
- Throughput in KB per second
- Percent busy

Device
- Sampled average read time (ms)
- Sampled average write time (ms)
- KBs read per sec
- KBs written per sec
- HA KBs transferred per sec derived

System
- I/O operations per second derived
- Reads per second
- Writes per second
- KBs read per second
- Kbytes written per second
- Sequential reads per second

Host director
- I/O operations per second derived
- Reads per second
- Writes per second
- Slot collisions per second
- Disk read commands per second
- Write commands per second

Detecting and analyzing intermittent problems
ProSphere allows application problems to be related to host, switch, fabric, array bottlenecks, and helps in determining how storage resources can be rebalanced for utilization that is more effective.

Alerts
ProSphere alerting provides a default set of performance metrics alerts for discovered configuration items (CIs) in the SAN environment. The default threshold values (in percentage) of these performance metrics are 85% and 90% - for warning and critical alerts, respectively. The user can configure these threshold values to suit the requirements of the unique environment using the Set Performance Thresholds button in the All Alerts view. This allows the setting of a threshold to specify the level at which an alert should occur.
To set custom threshold values for performance metrics of discovered configuration items: select operations in the ProSphere area navigation bar to view the All Alerts view of the Alerts area. Then select Set Performance Thresholds, after which the Performance Thresholds dialog box appears.

![Figure 4 - Set Performance Thresholds Dialog Box](image)

The default threshold values of Warning (percentage) and Critical (percentage) can be modified as required (the permitted range is 1 to 99). Select OK to save the modified threshold values or select Cancel to close the dialog box without saving the modified threshold values. Selecting Reset reverts to the default values and disables the performance metrics.

**Integration with the Symmetrix Performance Analyzer**

ProSphere performance management utilizes EMC Symmetrix Performance Analyzer (SPA) to support detailed understanding of the backend performance of Symmetrix arrays. SPA is a graphical performance tool that builds upon Symmetrix performance monitoring activities. It helps in long-term planning and decisions, diagnostic drill down to identify root-cause of performance issues (providing detailed diagnostics at the device level) and enhanced real-time monitoring (5-10 second sample period) of select key performance indicators.

Once the ProSphere user has determined the potential for a problem in a Symmetrix, most likely the SPA application will prove useful in finding the root cause of the problem. ProSphere has the ability to launch directly into SPA in a context that allows the user to continue to investigate the problem. This allows the user to identify the correct SPA instance to continue the investigation (there could be multiple SPA instances in a data center, each handling a different set of Symmetrix). Because of a data center configured trust relationship between ProSphere and SPA, the user does...
not have to resubmit credentials to SPA, as the user’s identity is passed from ProSphere to SPA.

Since these two products conform to the same GUI design conventions, they have a very similar look and feel, providing consistent behavior and design of functions.

**Performance Issues**

The following are some of the scenarios that ProSphere can help the SAN Administrator address.

When a SAN Administrator:

- is assigned a help desk reported performance problem for a host, the administrator can use ProSphere to display graphs showing the performance of the host for the relevant time. In addition, the administrator can select storage attached to that host and view graphs showing storage performance. Then the administrator can compare the storage performance to that of the host to determine each component's contribution to the performance issue.

- is assigned a help desk reported performance problem for an application and that problem seems to be related to storage the administrator can identify the host volumes being used and compare the performance of those volumes to other volumes that share specified storage resources, such as directors and ports, in order to understand which other applications could be impacted by a storage bottleneck.

- believes that a SAN object might have a performance problem. In order to compare the current performance of an object with its prior performance for the same for the same hours of the day for a prior day the administrator can use the historical reports.

- is viewing the performance of a Symmetrix and quickly needs to understand how array backend performance influences overall performance. The administrator can use ProSphere to launch SPA with single sign-on.

**Conclusion**

ProSphere performance management provides the user with the ability to perform end-to-end diagnostic analysis of Symmetrix and CLARiiON SAN environments, based on simplified user task focused search and relationship based one-click navigation.

A tier-based approach to the collection of data allows ProSphere to support selective 5-minute intervals, using an agent-less performance data collection approach for UNIX, Linux and Windows hosts, while still achieving scalability in large data centers.
Threshold-based alerting and near real-time display of performance data on all objects provides the user with the ability to take expeditious action on performance problems.

Integration with SPA, allows for easily accessible investigation of Symmetrix related performance problems, which provides a deep analysis capability to augment the broad capability provided by ProSphere itself.